
POSTING MAIL Q & A

C&A Wilson, 14 Hobson Rd, Takapuna, Auckland 0774

Stamps
Q. What happens if I don't put a stamp or not 

enough stamps on a letter?
A. It is called a 'short-paid item'. The Postie puts a 

small card in the letterbox of the person receiving 
the letter, asking them to come to the local
PostShop and collect your letter. They have to pay
for the postage.

Cost of Postage
Q. What is the cost of postage?
A. Currently (2018) a single New Zealand stamp cost $1.00, depending on the size of your

envelope as to how many New Zealand stamps are required. Currently upto
130x235x10mm is the maximum envelope size for a single stamp. Check out NZ POST
postal rates for any variations of size for the cost of postage.
International post should be check for costs via NZ POST.

NZ POST Recommendations on addressing an envelope
1. Write the return address in small letters (on one line top left-hand corner) or 

on the back of the envelope
1. If you want to put the name of a person or business, put this at the top (on the top line)
2. The stamp goes into the top right-hand corner
3. Print clearly
4. Write the address in this order

• Receiver (person or business)
• Delivery address
• Suburb
• Town/city postcode

5. Don't squash the letters up. Put a space between each letter
6. Use a light-coloured envelope made of firm paper or card or 

White Label on dark coloured envelopes
1. Line the address up on the left hand side



OTHER COUNTRIES Recommendations on addressing an envelope
Check this link for addressing tips
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1323/6365/files/correct_addressing.pdf?14688159768974406314

Return address
Q. What happens to an item that can't be delivered and has no return address?
A. It's sent to the Returned Letter Office where staff are allowed to open it to see if the 

contents give any clues about the return address. If they don't, it's kept for 3-6 months then 
destroyed. That's why it's very important that you clearly print a return address!

Address Fonts or Hand writing styles
Q. What if an address is not easily read by the automated postal scanners?
A. It will get set aside until a human can sort it to the correct delivery cages. This can 

sometimes cause delays.
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